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NAFTA renegotiation objectives fall short for farmers and the planet 

 

Today’s release of the Trump administration’s objectives for re-negotiating NAFTA confirm the suspicions of fair 

trade advocates that President Donald Trump would break his promise to create trade deals that are in the 

public interest. The negotiating objectives, which failed to incorporate input from civil society organizations 

despite detailed and extensive proposals, continue the administration’s trend of putting multinational 

corporations’ narrow interests first by using the same blueprint that shaped the failed Trans-Pacific Partnership 

(TPP). Candidate Trump railed against the TPP: Trump negotiators plan to incorporate TPP text into NAFTA 2.0. 

 

The negotiating objectives mention nothing about restoring vastly popular Country of Origin Labeling laws, which The negotiating objectives mention nothing about restoring vastly popular Country of Origin Labeling laws, which The negotiating objectives mention nothing about restoring vastly popular Country of Origin Labeling laws, which The negotiating objectives mention nothing about restoring vastly popular Country of Origin Labeling laws, which let let let let 

people know where their meatpeople know where their meatpeople know where their meatpeople know where their meat    comes from, andcomes from, andcomes from, andcomes from, and    only lip service only lip service only lip service only lip service is paid is paid is paid is paid to the vastly unpopular Investor Stto the vastly unpopular Investor Stto the vastly unpopular Investor Stto the vastly unpopular Investor State Dispute ate Dispute ate Dispute ate Dispute 

Settlement that subverts the judicial system by creating corporate friendly international tribunals of lawyers. Settlement that subverts the judicial system by creating corporate friendly international tribunals of lawyers. Settlement that subverts the judicial system by creating corporate friendly international tribunals of lawyers. Settlement that subverts the judicial system by creating corporate friendly international tribunals of lawyers. The The The The 

Agriculture, Sanitary and Phytosanitary, and Service chapter objectives are the same as Agriculture, Sanitary and Phytosanitary, and Service chapter objectives are the same as Agriculture, Sanitary and Phytosanitary, and Service chapter objectives are the same as Agriculture, Sanitary and Phytosanitary, and Service chapter objectives are the same as for thefor thefor thefor the    TPP. The elimination TPP. The elimination TPP. The elimination TPP. The elimination 

of Chapter 19 will ensure that dumping of commodities of Chapter 19 will ensure that dumping of commodities of Chapter 19 will ensure that dumping of commodities of Chapter 19 will ensure that dumping of commodities ((((illegal for industrial goodsillegal for industrial goodsillegal for industrial goodsillegal for industrial goods))))    occurs unchecked occurs unchecked occurs unchecked occurs unchecked by by by by 

countervaicountervaicountervaicountervailing dutiesling dutiesling dutiesling duties. . . .     Most frustratingly, the objectives will do nothing to incentivize food production that will protect Most frustratingly, the objectives will do nothing to incentivize food production that will protect Most frustratingly, the objectives will do nothing to incentivize food production that will protect Most frustratingly, the objectives will do nothing to incentivize food production that will protect 

the livelihoods of farmers, the safety of consumers, or the health of the planet.the livelihoods of farmers, the safety of consumers, or the health of the planet.the livelihoods of farmers, the safety of consumers, or the health of the planet.the livelihoods of farmers, the safety of consumers, or the health of the planet.    

For 25 years, IATP has been accurately predicting the consequences of NAFTA’s failed policies for farmers. 

Agriculture policy that has incentivized dumping (exporting at below the cost of production, an unfair trading 

practice banned for industrial goods) has driven US crop oversupply and low prices, consolidating corporate 

concentration in agriculture and weakening rural economies. Dumping has driven Mexican farmers off their land, 

leading many of them to seek work in the U.S. under precarious conditions. As earlier IATP research has shown, 

NAFTA led to dramatic changes in Mexico’s food system, essentially serving to export the U.S. obesity problem to 

Mexico, with devastating public health effects. Agricultural dumping has resumed recently per our recently 

released report, and will undoubtedly continue unless agriculture and trade policies are drastically revamped.  

 

Last month, at the sole public hearing to gather input on the objectives held in Washington D.C., IATP’s 

Executive Director, Juliette Majot, testified that NAFTA must be replaced in full by a new agreement that puts 

the public interest first. Majot’s testimony said a new NAFTA should,   

 

“First, Restore local and national sovereignty over farm and food policy. Among priorities: 

• Bring trade agreements out of secrecy and into the light through transparent, democratic, public 

processes, including field hearings to draw on the experience and knowledge of farmers and food 

system workers; and guarantee full transparency, including publication of negotiating texts, reports 

and supporting documents. 

• Get rid of all Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) Provisions: ISDS is unnecessary and it 

undermines our democratic system of government. It is unnecessary because Canada, Mexico and the 

U.S. each have well-developed legal and judicial systems that are fully capable of addressing investor 

legal disputes related to the application of a country’s domestic law, which is the focus of ISDS 

challenges. It is undemocratic because it allows private investors to sidestep the courts to directly 

challenge sovereign nations in private tribunals. 
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“Second, a new agreement should reject proposals from the failed Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP) that would 

undermine fair and sustainable agriculture in all three countries and reject the suggestion, made by 

Commerce Secretary Wilbur Ross, that the TPP be the starting point or “low hanging fruit” for the 

renegotiation of NAFTA. Instead, a new agreement should, 

• Protect farmers’ ability to save and share seeds. The TPP would have required countries to ratify an 

international treaty protecting plant breeders and preventing farmers from saving and exchanging 

protected seeds.   

• Support food safety, environmental integrity and public health. TPP set out to do the opposite, 

expediting rules for agricultural biotechnology products in ways that bypass national efforts to assess 

their safety, effectiveness and impacts on workers, rural communities and ecosystems. For example, a 

TPP provision on “Trade in Products of Modern Agricultural Biotechnology,” would include not only food 

and agricultural products derived from 20th century genetic engineering traits, but products derived 

from far more powerful and unregulated 21st century GE techniques, such as CRISPR. A new agreement 

must not allow trade in food and agricultural products derived from novel and unregulated 

technologies. 

“Finally, a new agreement must support local efforts to address climate change. Each country, state and local 

government should retain their sovereignty to enact and implement policies designed to reach their 

commitments under the Paris Climate Agreement.” 

Last year, thousands of community and civil society organizations around the world joined together to defeat 

the TPP. Unless there are significant changes made to these stated objectives, we see no other choice but to join 

this coalition once again to oppose yet another poor, corporate trade deal. 

 

For further selected reading on IATP’s analysis of NAFTA and so-called “free trade,” follow these links: 

 

1. Impacts of NAFTA on Sustainable Agriculture  

2. NAFTA, Mexican Agriculture and U.S. Employment” October 1993 testimony to Congress 

3. Lessons from NAFTA: Food and Agriculture 

4. U.S. exports obesity epidemic to Mexico, says new study 

5. Agriculture in TPP: Repeating NAFTA’s mistakes  

6. Undocumented farmworkers and the U.S. agribusiness economic model 

7. Principles of a new U.S. trade policy for North American agriculture 

8. NAFTA: failed trade policy comes back to where it began 

9. The Climate Cost of Free Trade – executive summary 

10. States Leadership on Healthy Food and Farming at Risk under Proposed Trade Deals 

11. New NAFTA rulings favor corporations over community values, environment 

 

### 

Based in Minneapolis with offices in Washington, D.C. and Berlin, Germany, the Institute for Agriculture and 

Trade Policy connects the dots of global justice to ensure fair and sustainable food, farm and trade systems. 

 


